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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
and an apparatus for automatically packaging products
having at least different product lengths or different side
dimensions with packaging members.

Description of the Related Art:

[0002] It has generally been customary in the art to
manufacture various products having different dimen-
sions such as lengths, side dimension, etc., and there-
after package the products with packaging members
such as corrugated cardboard boxes or the like, produc-
ing packaged products.
[0003] One of the various known types of such prod-
ucts is in the form of a light-shielded photosensitive roll
for use in the field of platemaking. The light-shielded
photosensitive roll comprising an elongate photosensi-
tive sheet wound around a core, a pair of flanged mem-
bers as light-shielding members mounted respectively
on the opposite ends of the rolled photosensitive sheet,
and a light-shielding sheet (leader) wound around the
rolled photosensitive sheet.
[0004] Various light-shielded photosensitive rolls
have heretofore been proposed in the art. The applicant
of the present application has filed a patent application
on a process for easily manufacturing such a light-
shielded photosensitive roll (see Japanese Laid-Open
Patent Publication No. 2000-310834).
[0005] According to the process disclosed in the
above patent application, as shown in FIG. 29 of the ac-
companying drawings, two disk-shaped light-shielding
members (flanged members) 2 are attached respective-
ly to opposite ends of a photosensitive material roll 1,
and an elongate heat-shrinkable light-shielding leader
3 which is longitudinally shrinkable with heat is wound
around the photosensitive material roll 1, the light-
shielding leader 3 having and end fixed to the photosen-
sitive roll 1 by tapes 4. Then, the photosensitive roll 1 is
placed in a shrink tunnel (not shown) and heated to
shrink the light-shielding leader 3. The light-shielding
leader 3 is shrunk with heat to have its opposite edges
3a brought into close contact with the outer edges of the
disk-shaped light-shielding members 2, thus manufac-
turing a light-shielded photosensitive roll (product) 5.
[0006] The light-shielded photosensitive roll 5 thus
manufactured in the above production process is then
introduced into a packaging process. In the packaging
process, the light-shielded photosensitive roll 5 with
damping members 6 held respectively against the op-
posite ends thereof is placed into a corrugated card-
board box 7, thus producing a packaged product 8.
[0007] In the packaging process, a facility is usually

employed to package light-shielded photosensitive rolls
5 of one type in one size. However, the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 5 is produced in different diameters.
Specifically, there are available cores of different diam-
eters, e.g., 5.1cm (2 inches) and 7.6cm (3 inches), for
supporting the photosensitive material roll 1 thereon,
and the photosensitive material roll 1 is wound to differ-
ent outside diameters on each of those cores. For ex-
ample, the photosensitive material roll 1 is wound to four
different outside diameters on cores having a diameter
of 5,1 cm (2 inches), and wound to two different outside
diameters on cores having a diameter of 7.6 cm (3 inch-
es), so that a total of six different types of the light-shield-
ed photosensitive roll 5 may be manufactured. In addi-
tion, the light-shielded photosensitive roll 5 is produced
in different roll widths, and hard flanged members may
be inserted as the disk-shaped light-shielding members
2. Therefore, the light-shielded photosensitive roll 5 is
available in different package forms.
[0008] There has been a demand for the automatic
packaging of light-shielded photosensitive rolls 5 having
various different sizes. To meet the demand, there is
known a system (hereinafter referred to as "first sys-
tem") for shifting product information in a register in a
computer (PC) in synchronism with the position of light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 5 in the packaging proc-
ess, and selecting corrugated cardboard boxes 7 and
making facility changeovers based on the product infor-
mation read from the register in working stations.
[0009] There is also known another system (on which
the preambles of claims 1 and 3 are based, and herein-
after referred to as "second system") for selecting cor-
rugated cardboard boxes 7 and making facility change-
overs in working stations based on bar-code information
read from bar codes that have been applied to light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 5.
[0010] With the first system, however, the product in-
formation tends to be shifted out of synchronism with
the actual position of light-shielded photosensitive rolls
5 in the packaging process. Consequently, it is likely for
corrugated cardboard boxes 7 to be selected in error
and also for facility changeovers to be made in error,
resulting in a failure to perform the packaging process
efficiently.
[0011] With the second system, different bar codes
are liable to be applied to light-shielded photosensitive
rolls 5 in the packaging process, with the result that cor-
rugated cardboard boxes 7 may possibly be selected in
error and facility changeovers may possibly be made in
error.
[0012] Some of the light-shielded photosensitive rolls
5 which have been manufactured are not delivered di-
rectly to the packaging process, and are present as in-
termediate stock items. Such intermediate stock items
cannot be well handled by the first system, and bar
codes may often be applied in error to intermediate
stock items in the second system. For these reasons, it
is the usual practice for workers to manually inspect in-
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termediate stock items for their appearance, but the
manual inspection fails to increase the efficiency of the
overall process.
[0013] The process of manufacturing the packaged
product 8 includes many steps performed manually by
the worker. Therefore, the manufacturing process is rel-
atively complex and cannot easily be made more effi-
cient.
[0014] For example, damping members 6 are manu-
ally supplied by the worker from damping member mag-
azines that are positioned one on each side of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 5, and inserted into position
on the opposite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive
roll 5. The manual handling of damping members 6 is
poor in efficiency. In addition, if many types of light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 5 are employed, then since
the worker needs to choose correct damping members
6 for each of the light-shielded photosensitive rolls 5,
the efficiency with which to apply damping members 6
becomes considerably low.
[0015] Corrugated cardboard boxes 7 are not availa-
ble for respective different types of light-shielded pho-
tosensitive rolls 5, but light-shielded photosensitive rolls
5 are housed in available corrugated cardboard boxes
7 with spacers interposed therebetween. The spacers
are available in three types, i.e., spacers that are 30 mm
thick, spacers that are 20 mm thick, and spacers that
are 10 mm thick. The worker pick out and insert spacers
that match the gaps between the corrugated cardboard
box 7 and the light-shielded photosensitive roll 5 to be
placed therein. Accordingly, it is a considerably complex
and time-consuming task to insert spacers snugly be-
tween the corrugated cardboard box 7 and the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 5.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0016] It is a general object of the present invention
to provide a method of and an apparatus for automati-
cally packaging products efficiently by recognizing prod-
uct information easily and reliably with a simple process
and arrangement.
[0017] A major object of the present invention is to
provide a method of and an apparatus for automatically
packaging various products of different dimensions ef-
ficiently with a simple process and arrangement.
[0018] According to the present invention, as defined
in claims 1 and 3, after a product manufactured in a pre-
ceding process is fed along a first feed direction, bar-
code information is read from the product, and the prod-
uct is measured for dimensions. The measured dimen-
sions are compared with the bar-code information to de-
termine whether the product is correct or wrong. If the
product is judged as being correct, the product is fed in
a second feed direction transverse to the first feed di-
rection, and thereafter fed along a third feed direction
parallel to the first feed direction. Then, the product is
automatically packaged with a packaging member. A

product is measured for dimensions and checked
against bar-code information read from the product. On-
ly those products whose dimensions match the bar-
code information are delivered in the second feed direc-
tion. Accordingly, the selection of a packaging member
and a facility changeover depending on the product are
free from errors, and the product can be packaged effi-
ciently and automatically with a simple process and ar-
rangement.
[0019] Furthermore, after corresponding dampers are
mounted on the opposite ends of a product, a given
number of spacers are automatically placed near one of
the ends of the product. A desired packaging member
is selected from a packaging member supply mecha-
nism depending on the product dimensions, and fed to
a box assembly station. In the box assembling station,
the product is superposed on the packaging member,
and the packaging member is automatically folded over
the product, thereby packaging the product with the
packaging member.
[0020] The process of mounting dampers and placing
spacers is automatized, and various products of differ-
ent dimensions can be packaged automatically and ef-
ficiently, resulting in an increase in the efficiency with
which to package the products.
[0021] The above and other objects, features, and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent from the following description when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings in which a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention is shown by
way of illustrative example.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of an auto-
matic packaging system for carrying out a method
of automatically packaging a product according to
the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic plan view of the automatic
packaging system;
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of a light-
shielded photosensitive material roll to be pack-
aged by the automatic packaging system;
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of a first feed mech-
anism of the automatic packaging system;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary exploded perspective view
of the first feed mechanism, an inspection mecha-
nism, and a second feed mechanism;
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary front elevational view of the
first feed mechanism, the second feed mechanism,
and a third feed mechanism;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a first clamp of the
inspection mechanism;
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary exploded perspective view
of a product charger, a product feeder, the inspec-
tion mechanism, and the second feed mechanism;
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FIG. 9 is a fragmentary perspective view of a dedi-
cated magazine of a damper supply mechanism;
FIG. 10 is a side elevational view of the dedicated
magazine;
FIG. 11 is a front elevational view of the dedicated
magazine;
FIG. 12 is a plan view of the dedicated magazine;
FIG. 13 is a fragmentary exploded perspective view
of a damper delivery unit and a conveyor of the ded-
icated magazine;
FIG. 14 is a front elevational view of a lifter and a
feed base for delivering dampers supplied from the
dedicated magazine to a damper transfer station;
FIG. 15 is a front elevational view of a damper
mounting mechanism;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of the damper mount-
ing mechanism;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view of the third feed mech-
anism;
FIG. 18 is a fragmentary side elevational view of the
third feed mechanism;
FIG. 19 is a front elevational view of a spacer supply
mechanism;
FIG. 20 is a side elevational view of the spacer sup-
ply mechanism;
FIG. 21 is a side elevational view of a roll feed mech-
anism;
FIG. 22 is a plan view of the roll feed mechanism;
FIG. 23 is a front elevational view of the roll feed
mechanism;
FIG. 24 is a schematic perspective view illustrative
of steps of operation from a damper inserting station
to a box assembling station;
FIG. 25 is a schematic perspective view illustrative
of detailed steps of operation in the box assembling
station;
FIG. 26 is a side elevational view, partly in cross
section, of a box assembling mechanism;
FIG. 27 is a side elevational view illustrative of the
manner in which a damper inverting and arraying
unit operates;
FIGS. 28A through 28D are perspective views illus-
trative of the manner in which the spacer supply
mechanism operates; and
FIG. 29 is an exploded perspective view of a con-
ventional packaged product.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0023] FIG 1 shows in schematic perspective an au-
tomatic packaging system 10 for carrying out a method
of automatically packaging a product according to the
present invention, and FIG. 2 shows in schematic plan
the automatic packaging system.
[0024] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the automatic
packaging system 10 serves to automatically package
various light-shielded photosensitive rolls (products) 11
having at least different product lengths or side dimen-

sions with corrugated cardboard boxes (packaging
members) 12a or 12b having two types of different di-
mensions, for example.
[0025] The automatic packaging system 10 has a first
feed mechanism 14 for feeding a light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11 manufactured in a preceding process
along a first feed direction (indicated by the arrow A), an
inspection mechanism 16 for reading bar-code informa-
tion from the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 fed in
the first feed direction, measuring and comparing di-
mensions of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 with
the bar-code information to inspect whether the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 is correct or wrong, a sec-
ond feed mechanism 18 for feeding the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 along a second feed direction (in-
dicated by the arrow B) which is transverse to the first
feed direction, if the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
judged as being correct, and a third feed mechanism 20
for feeding the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 fed
in the second feed direction along a third feed direction
(indicated by the arrow C) which is parallel to the first
feed direction. The third feed mechanism 20 provides a
single first feed line for feeding various light-shielded
photosensitive rolls 11 of different dimensions in the
third feed direction C.
[0026] The automatic packaging system 10 also has
a damper supply mechanism 26 for accommodating and
supplying a plurality of different dampers 24a, 24b, 24c,
and 24d (or 24e) depending on the dimensions of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 being fed, a damper
mounting mechanism 28 for automatically mounting
corresponding dampers 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d, or 24e on
opposite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive roll
11, a spacer supply mechanism 32 for accommodating
spacers 30 to be placed near one end of the light-shield-
ed photosensitive roll 11, a spacer inserting mechanism
34 for automatically positioning a desired number of
spacers 30 on one end of the light-shielded photosen-
sitive roll 11 on which the dampers 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d,
or 24e are mounted, a packaging member supply mech-
anism 36 for accommodating corrugated cardboard
boxes 12a, 12b having different dimensions, a box as-
sembling mechanism 38 for automatically folding a cor-
rugated cardboard box 12a or 12b over the light-shield-
ed photosensitive roll 11 that is superposed on the cor-
rugated cardboard box 12a or 12b for thereby packaging
the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 with the corru-
gated cardboard box 12a or 12b, and a label applying
mechanism 44 for applying a bar-code label 42 to a side
panel of a packaged product 40 which comprises the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 housed in the cor-
rugated cardboard box 12a or 12b, the bar-code label
42 bearing printed information about the type (including
dimensions and product type) of the light-shielded pho-
tosensitive roll 11 housed in the corrugated cardboard
box 12a or 12b.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 3, the light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11 is manufactured as follows: A photosen-
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sitive material roll 54 is produced by winding an elongate
photosensitive sheet 50 around a core 52. Two light-
shielding flanged members 56 are attached to the re-
spective opposite ends of the photosensitive material
roll 54. A light-shielding leader 60 is then applied to the
end of the photosensitive sheet 50 by joining tapes 58.
Then, the light-shielding leader 60 is wound around the
photosensitive material roll 54, and light-shielding shrink
films 62 of the light-shielding leader 60 are fused (bond-
ed) with heat to the opposite outer edges of the photo-
sensitive material roll 54, thus producing the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11. The end of the light-
shielding leader 60 is fastened to the outer circumferen-
tial surface thereof by end retainer. tapes 64. A bar code
66 (see FIG. 1) which bears printed information about
the type of the photosensitive material roll 54 is applied
to the outer circumferential surface of the light-shielding
leader 60. If necessary, hard flanges (not shown) may
be mounted on the respective opposite ends of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 4, the first feed mechanism
14 comprises upper and lower feed conveyors 70, 72
which are vertically spaced from each other and extend
parallel to each other, and a plurality of pallets 74 for
carrying light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11, respec-
tively. The first feed mechanism 14 also has a lifter 76
disposed in a downstream region along the direction A
for transferring pallets 74 from the upper feed conveyor
70 to the lower feed conveyor 72. A rejecting mecha-
nism 78 is disposed near the lifter 76 for rejecting light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 11 from the first feed mech-
anism 14 which have been judged as being in error by
the inspection mechanism 16 or judged as being defec-
tive by another inspection mechanism.
[0029] As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the rejecting mech-
anism 78 has a plurality of arms 84a, 84b, 84c swingably
supported on a mount base 80 of the first feed mecha-
nism 14 by a pivot shaft 82. The arm 84b has a plurality
of (e.g., four) fingers positioned out of interference with
the pallet 74 and capable of supporting a light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 thereon. The arms 84a, 84b, 84c
are angularly movable from a horizontal attitude to an
upwardly inclined attitude by a cylinder 88, and adjust-
ably spaced from each other depending on the axial
length of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 sup-
ported thereon. When the arms 84a, 84b, 84c are an-
gularly lifted from the horizontal attitude to the upwardly
inclined attitude, the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
supported on the arms 84a, 84b, 84c are discharged
along the arms 84a, 84b, 84c onto a stack tray 90 dis-
posed alongside of the arms 84a, 84b, 84c.
[0030] The inspection mechanism 16 is disposed up-
wardly of the lifter 76 and is movable by the second feed
mechanism 18. As shown in FIGS. 4 through 6, the sec-
ond feed mechanism 18 has a rotary actuator 94 fixed
to an end (on the side of the first feed mechanism 14)
of a support base 92 which extends in the direction B.
A belt 100 is trained around a drive pulley 96 coupled to

the rotary actuator 94 and a driven pulley 98 disposed
in a downstream region along the direction B. To the belt
100, there is secured a movable base 102 that is guided
by guide rails 104 mounted on the support base 92 and
extending in the direction B.
[0031] A rotary actuator (servomotor) 106 is mounted
on the movable base 102 and has a vertical drive shaft
coaxially coupled to a first ball screw 108 to which a sec-
ond ball screw 112 is operatively connected by a belt
and pulley means 110. The first and second ball screws
108, 112 are threaded through respective nuts 116a,
116b mounted on a vertically movable frame 114. A bal-
ancer cylinder 118 is fixedly mounted on the movable
base 102 and has a downwardly extending rod 120 con-
nected to the vertically movable frame 114.
[0032] The inspection mechanism 16 is mounted on
the vertically movable frame 114. The inspection mech-
anism 16 comprises a gripper 122 for gripping the lon-
gitudinally opposite ends of the light-shielded photosen-
sitive roll 11, an axial length measuring unit 124 for
measuring the axial length of the light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11, a diameter measuring unit 126 for
measuring the inside and outside diameters of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11, and a bar-code reader
128 for reading bar-code information of the bar code 66
applied to the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0033] The gripper 122 has a rotary actuator (servo-
motor) 130 mounted on an end of the vertically movable
frame 114 and oriented downwardly. A belt 136 is trained
around a drive pulley 132 coupled to the rotary actuator
130 and a driven pulley 134 supported on the opposite
end of the vertically movable frame 114. The belt 136
has two parallel stretches extending in the direction B,
and a first clamp 138 is fixed to an end of one of the
stretch of the belt 136 and a second clamp 140 is fixed
to an opposite end of the other stretch of the belt 136.
[0034] The first clamp 138 supports thereon a cylinder
142 for pressing the first clamp 138 in the axial direction
of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11. The axial
length measuring unit 124 has a pair of magnescales
144 mounted respectively on the first and second
clamps 138, 140, and calculates the axial length of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 from the distances
that the magnescales 144 have moved.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 7, the diameter measuring
unit 126 comprises a sensor mounted on each of the
first and second clamps 138, 140 and having a light-
emitting element 146a and a light-detecting element
146b for detecting an end of a hard flange, and a light-
emitting/detecting sensor 148 for detecting entered and
blocked light at each of the opposite ends of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 to measure the inside
and outside diameters thereof when the first and second
clamps 138, 140 are lowered.
[0036] As shown in FIGS. 6 and 8, the third feed
mechanism 20 has a product charger 150 and a product
feeder 152 which are disposed below the inspection
mechanism 16 at a terminal end of the feed line along
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the direction B. The product charger 150 can support a
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 fed by the inspec-
tion mechanism 16 and also can charge a desired light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 independently of the in-
spection mechanism 16. The product feeder 152 can
feed the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 in the di-
rection C and automatically load the light-shielded pho-
tosensitive roll 11 in the damper mounting mechanism
28.
[0037] The product feeder 152 has a rotary actuator
154 operatively coupled by a drive belt 156 to a pair of
laterally spaced belts 158a, 158b extending parallel to
each other and circulatingly movable along the direction
C. Movable bases 160a, 160b are fixed to the respective
belts 158a, 158b, and slidably supported on respective
guide rails 162a, 162b extending in the direction C.
[0038] The movable bases 160a, 160b are fixedly
coupled to a common base 164 which supports thereon
a rotary actuator 166 that is operatively coupled to third
and fourth ball screws 170a, 170b by a belt and pulley
means 168. The third and fourth ball screws 170a, 170b
vertically extend parallel to each other and are threaded
respectively through nuts 172a, 172b which are fixedly
mounted on a vertically movable base 174 of the product
charger 150.
[0039] A rotary actuator 176 is mounted on an end of
the vertically movable base 174 and has a vertically ex-
tending drive shaft connected to a drive pulley 178. A
belt 182 is trained around the drive pulley 178 and a driv-
en pulley 180 which is supported on the opposite end of
the vertically movable base 174. The belt 182 has two
parallel stretches extending in the direction B, and two
rests 184a, 184b are fixed to respective opposite ends
of the stretches of the belt 182. The rests 184a, 184b
are slidably supported on a guide rail 186 extending in
the direction B and fixedly mounted on the vertically
movable base 174, and can be moved toward and away
from each other when the rotary actuator 176 is ener-
gized.
[0040] As shown in FIG. 1, the damper supply mech-
anism 26 has dedicated magazines 190a, 190b, 190c
for individually accommodating dampers 24a, 24b, and
24c that are frequently used and a common magazine
192 for selectively accommodating dampers 24d or 24e
that are less frequently used.
[0041] As shown in FIGS. 9 through 11, the dedicated
magazine 190a accommodates a horizontal array of
stacks of dampers 24a in the direction indicated by the
arrow D, each stack comprising a vertical array of damp-
ers 24a arranged in the same attitude. The stack of
dampers 24a which is positioned at the foremost end of
the horizontal array is positioned by a guide plate 194.
The damper 24a disposed in a lowermost position in the
foremost stack can be supported by a shutter 196, and
the second lowermost damper 24a and other dampers
24a thereabove can be held by a damper holder 198.
[0042] As shown in FIGS. 9, 10, and 12, the shutter
196 has a pair of cylinders 200 disposed coaxially with

each other and oriented away from each other. The rods
200 have respective rods 202 projecting outwardly and
fixed to respective angles 204 having an L-shaped cross
section. The angles 204 are slidably supported on a
guide rail 206 for movement toward and away from each
other in the direction indicated by the arrow E. The an-
gles 204 support opposite sides and opposite lower end
regions of the lowermost damper 24a in the stack posi-
tioned at the foremost end of the horizontal array, thus
holding all the dampers 24a in the stack.
[0043] As shown in FIGS. 9 through 11, the damper
holder 198 has a vertically movable plate 210 which is
vertically movable by a lifting/lowering cylinder 208. The
vertically movable plate 210 supports on an end thereof
a pair of cylinders 212 oriented away from each other
and disposed coaxially with each other. To the cylinders
212, there are connected respective grip plates 216
movable along a guide rail 216 toward and away from
each other in the direction indicated by the arrow E. The
grip plates 216 can grip three sides, i.e., opposite sides
and another side, of the second lowermost damper 24a
and other dampers 24a thereabove. The vertically mov-
able plate 210 also supports another damper holder 198
for holding the dampers 26b accommodated in the ded-
icated magazine 190b.
[0044] As shown in FIGS. 10, 12, and 13, the second
foremost stack of dampers 24a and following stacks of
dampers 24a which are arrayed in the direction D are
fed by a conveyor 220 in the direction D. The conveyor
220 is associated with a stopper 222 for positioning the
foremost stack in the direction D of dampers 24a on the
conveyor 220 and a damper delivery unit 224 for deliv-
ering the foremost stack of dampers 24a to the shutter
196 in a delivery position.
[0045] The stopper 222 has a cylinder 226 positioned
at the tip end of the conveyor 220 and having upwardly
extending rods 228 fixed to an engaging member 230.
The engaging member 230 can be moved by the cylin-
der 226 between a position in which it engages a front
surface of a stacked damper 24a and a position in which
it is spaced from the front surface of the stacked damper
24a.
[0046] The damper delivery unit 224 has a horizontal
cylinder 232 having a rod 234 which extends in the di-
rection D and is coupled to a slide base 236. The slide
base 236 is movable back and forth along guide rails
238 in the direction D. A guide rail 240 extending in the
direction E is fixed to the slide base 236. A pair of cyl-
inders 242 oriented away from each other is fixedly
mounted on the slide base 236. The cylinders 242 have
respective rods 244 extending away from each other to
which there are coupled respective openable and clos-
able fingers 246 that are guided by guide rail 240. The
fingers 246 can hold the foremost stack of dampers 24a
on the conveyor 220 and move those dampers 24a from
the conveyor 220 toward the shutter 196.
[0047] As shown in FIGS. 9 through 11, a damper in-
verting and arraying unit 250 is disposed below the shut-
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ter 196. The damper inverting and arraying unit 250
comprises a sorter 252 for sorting a damper 24a into a
desired orientation after the damper 24a has dropped
when the shutter 196 is opened, and a guide chute 254
for guiding the damper 24a from a horizontal attitude into
a vertical attitude.
[0048] The sorter 252 is coupled to a link 260 mounted
on a rod 258 extending from a cylinder 256, and has its
upper portion angularly movable about a pivot shaft 262
by the cylinder 256. The sorter 252 serves to invert two
dampers 24a in different directions, respectively, and
position them in a vertical attitude with respective boss-
es 263 on mounting ends thereof being in confronting
relation to each other. A standby station 264 having a
buffering function to hold the two dampers 24a tempo-
rarily in the upstanding attitude is disposed below the
sorter 252. The standby station 264 has a pair of support
plates 268 movable toward and away from each other
by respective cylinders 266 for supporting the two
dampers 24a in the upstanding attitude on the support
plates 268.
[0049] A feed base 270 is disposed below the standby
station 264 and extends in the direction E. As shown in
FIG. 14, a pair of chains 272 is disposed along the feed
base 270. The chains 272 are laterally spaced from
each other by a distance large enough to hold a set of
two dampers 24a in the upstanding attitude therebe-
tween. The chains 272 are operatively coupled to a ro-
tary actuator 273, and have pins 274 coupled thereto at
given spaced intervals (see FIGS. 9 and 14). Each of
the pins 274 can abut against the set of two dampers
24a and feed them along the feed base 270 toward a
damper delivery side in the direction indicated by the
arrow E1.
[0050] The dedicated magazine 190a is basically con-
structed as described above. The dedicated magazines
190b, 190c and the common magazine 192 are identical
in structure to the dedicated magazine 190a. The parts
of the dedicated magazines 190b, 190c and the com-
mon magazine 192 which are identical to those of the
dedicated magazine 190a are denoted by identical ref-
erence characters, and will not be described in detail
below.
[0051] As shown in FIG. 14, a lifter 280 is disposed at
the tip end of the feed base 270 in the direction E1. As
shown in FIGS. 14 and 15, the lifter 280 has a ball screw
284 coupled to a rotary actuator 282 and extending up-
wardly. The ball screw 284 is threaded through a nut 288
mounted on a table 286. The table 286 is vertically mov-
able by the ball screw 284 that is rotated by the rotary
actuator 282 while being guided by a guide rail 290
which extends parallel to the ball screw 284. When the
chains 272 operate in circulatory motion, a set of two
dampers 24a that have been delivered in the direction
E1 by the chains 272 are placed onto the table 286,
which then deliver the dampers 24a to a damper transfer
station 292. The damper mounting mechanism 28 is
mounted in the damper transfer station 292.

[0052] As shown in FIGS. 15 and 16, the damper
mounting mechanism 28 has two rotary actuators 296a,
296b horizontally mounted on a framework 294 parallel
to each other. Drive pulleys 298a, 298b are coupled to
the respective drive shafts of the rotary actuators 296a,
296b. Driven pulleys 300a, 300b are rotatably mounted
on the framework 294 and spaced respective distances
from the drive pulleys 298a, 298b in the direction indi-
cated by the arrow F. Belts 302a, 302b are trained
around the drive pulleys 298a, 298b and the driven pul-
leys 300a, 300b. The belts 302a, 302b extend in the di-
rection F parallel to each other and have respective
ends staggered in the direction F.
[0053] Clamps 304a, 304b are coupled to the respec-
tive belts 302a, 302b and supported on a guide rail 306
mounted on an upper frame member of the framework
294 and extending in the direction F. The clamps 304a,
304b have respective fixed fingers 308a, 308b for en-
gaging respective sides of dampers 24a and movable
fingers 312a, 312b for holding respective other sides of
the dampers 24a, the movable fingers 312a, 312b being
movable toward and away from the fixed fingers 308a,
308b by respective cylinders 310a, 310b.
[0054] The damper mounting mechanism 28 is mov-
able back and forth between the damper transfer station
292 and a damper inserting station 314. A light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 can be positioned below the
damper inserting station 314 by the product feeder 152,
and the third feed mechanism 20 can be positioned be-
low the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 with the
dampers mounted thereon.
[0055] As shown in FIGS. 17 and 18, the third feed
mechanism 20 has a rotary actuator 320 operatively
coupled to a rotatable shaft 324 by a belt and pulley
means 322. The rotatable shaft 324 is rotatably support-
ed on a mount base 326 and supports a pair of pulleys
328a, 328b mounted thereon which are spaced from
each other by a predetermined distance. Pulleys 330a,
330b are rotatably supported on the mount base 326
and spaced a predetermined distance from the pulleys
328a, 328b in a direction opposite to the direction C.
Belts 332a, 332b are trained around the pulleys 328a,
328b and the pulleys 330a, 330b.
[0056] The belts 332a, 332b are fixed to a movable
base 334 which are guided by guide rails 336a, 336b
mounted on the mount base 326. The movable base 334
supports a rotary actuator 338 mounted thereon and has
a drive shaft supporting a drive pulley 340 which is op-
eratively coupled to a driven pulley 342 on the movable
base 334 by a belt 344 extending in a direction normal
to the direction C. The belt 344 has two parallel stretches
to which respective rests 346a, 346b are fixed.
[0057] A spacer inserting station 348 is positioned at
the tip end of the third feed mechanism 20 in the direc-
tion C. The spacer inserting station 348 is supplied with
spacers 30 from the spacer supply mechanism 32. As
shown in FIG. 19, the spacer supply mechanism 32 has
first and second magazines 350, 352 extending parallel
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to each other in the direction D. The first and second
magazines 350, 352 are identical in structure to each
other and each accommodate a plurality of spacers 30.
[0058] The first magazine 350 has a spacer removal
distal end spaced forward in the direction D from the
spacer removal distal end of the second magazine 352
by a distance equal to the thickness of a certain number
of spacers 30, e.g., two spacers 30. The first and second
magazines 350, 352 have respective conveyors 354,
356 for feeding a plurality of spacers 30 in an upstanding
attitude in the direction D. A spacer remover 358 is dis-
posed above a substantially intermediate region of the
first and second magazines 350, 352.
[0059] As shown in FIGS. 19 and 20, the spacer re-
mover 358 includes a base 360 disposed above the first
and second magazines 350, 352 and supporting there-
on a first cylinder 362 extending in the direction D. The
first cylinder 362 has a projecting rod 364 connected to
a projecting rod 370 of a second cylinder 368 by a cou-
pling 366. The second cylinder 368 is fixed to a slide
base 372 movably mounted on the base 360 by a linear
guide 374.
[0060] First and second attachment plates 376, 378
which extend downwardly and parallel to each other in
the direction C are fixedly mounted on the slide base
372. Two vertically spaced first suction pads 380 and
two vertically spaced second suction pads 382 are
mounted respectively on the first and second attach-
ment plates 376, 378.
[0061] First and second spacer arraying units 384,
386 are disposed at the tip ends of the first and second
magazines 350, 352 in the direction D. The first and sec-
ond spacer arraying units 384, 386 have respective sets
of arraying guide plates 388, 390 for dropping and ar-
raying two spacers 30 removed from each of the first
and second magazines 350, 352 by the spacer remover
358, respective presser plates 396, 398 displaceable to-
ward and away from each other in the direction C by
respective cylinders 392, 394 for displacing the spacers
30 dropped and arrayed by the arraying guide plates
388, 390 toward each other, and a swing stopper 399
for engaging the arrayed four spacers 30 to prevent
them from falling down. The presser plates 396, 398 are
of a comb-toothed structure, for example, to keep them-
selves out of interference with the arraying guide plates
388, 390.
[0062] The spacer inserting mechanism 34 is dis-
posed behind the spacers 30 which have been arrayed
by the first and second spacer arraying units 384, 386.
The spacer inserting mechanism 34 has a pressing cyl-
inder 402 extending in the direction D and has a project-
ing rod 404 to which an insertion plate 406 is fixed.
Guide plates 408a, 408b (see FIG. 19) are provided for
guiding spacers 30 to the damper 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d,
or 24e (hereinafter referred to as the damper 24a)
mounted on one end of a light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11 when the spacers 30 are displaced by the spacer
inserting mechanism 34.

[0063] An inner sheet inserting station 410 is dis-
posed downstream of the spacer inserting station 348
in the direction C. The inner sheet inserting station 410
is supplied with an inner sheet 414 by an inner sheet
supply mechanism 412. In the inner sheet supply mech-
anism 412, inner sheets 414 are successively fed in the
direction D by a conveyor 416 and removed one at a
time by an inner sheet remover 418. The inner sheet
remover 418 has a swing arm 422 swingable by a cyl-
inder 420 and supporting on its distal end two vertically
spaced suction pads 424.
[0064] A box assembling station 430 is disposed
downstream of the inner sheet inserting station 410 in
the direction C. A spacer keeper guide 432 for prevent-
ing spacers 30 from falling down extends from the spac-
er inserting station 348 to the box assembling station
430. An inner roll assembly 434 which comprises a light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 with a certain number of
spacers 30 inserted on one damper 24a mounted ther-
eon is fed by a roll feed mechanism 436 to the spacer
inserting station 348, the inner sheet inserting station
410, and the box assembling station 430.
[0065] As shown in FIGS. 21 and 22, the roll feed
mechanism 436 has a cylinder 440 mounted on a sup-
port column 438 and having a rod 442 which extends in
the direction C and is fixed to a slide base 444. The slide
base 444 is guided by a linear guide 444 for movement
back and forth in the direction C.
[0066] As shown in FIGS. 21 through 23, lifting/low-
ering cylinders 448, 450 spaced a predetermined dis-
tance from each other in the direction C are oriented
downwardly and fixedly mounted on the slide base 444.
The lifting/lowering cylinders 448, 450 have respective
downwardly extending rods 452, 454 with respective
plates 456, 458 secured to lower ends thereof. Each of
the plates 456, 458 is supported on the slide base 444
by two guide rods 460, 462. As shown in FIGS. 22 and
23, the plates 456, 458 are elongate in the direction D
over a distance corresponding to the longitudinal dimen-
sion of the elongate inner roll assembly 434.
[0067] A positioning unit 464 is positioned in and
across the inner sheet inserting station 410 and the box
assembling station 430. The positioning unit 464 has a
belt and pulley means 468 coupled to a rotary actuator
466 and a movable base 470 fixed to the belt and pulley
means 468. The movable base 470 is movable back and
forth in the direction D on and along a guide rail 472. A
pressing arm 474 bent downwardly and extending hor-
izontally for pressing the end of the inner roll assembly
434 remote from the spacers 30 is mounted on a distal
end of the movable base 470.
[0068] As shown in FIG. 21, the box assembling sta-
tion 430 has an engaging plate 476 for limiting the distal
end of a corrugated cardboard box 12a or 12b and po-
sitioning the inner roll assembly 434 above the corru-
gated cardboard box 12a or 12b.
[0069] As shown in FIG. 1, the packaging member
supply mechanism 36 has a single second feed line 478
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for feeding corrugated cardboard boxes 12a, 12b of dif-
ferent dimensions as they are unfolded to the box as-
sembling station 430.
[0070] FIG. 24 schematically shows steps of opera-
tion in the damper inserting station 314, the spacer in-
serting station 348, the inner sheet inserting station 410,
and the box assembling station 430. FIG. 25 schemati-
cally shows detailed steps of operation in the box as-
sembling station 430.
[0071] Corrugated cardboard boxes 12a, 12b are
supplied as they are unfolded. Each of the corrugated
cardboard boxes 12a, 12b has a bottom panel 480, bar-
rel panels 482a, 482b joined to both side edges of the
bottom panel 480, and a top panel 484 and a top panel
fold flap 484a which are joined to a side edge of the bar-
rel panel 482b. Lower flaps 486 are joined to respective
opposite ends of the bottom panel 480. Inner flaps 488a,
488b are joined to respective opposite ends of each of
the barrel panels 482a, 482b. Upper flaps 490 are joined
to respective opposite ends of the top panel 484.
[0072] As shown in FIG. 26, the second feed line 478
has a pair of laterally spaced feed belts 500 extending
in the direction G. A pair of suction pads 504a, 504b is
mounted on each of the feed belts 500 by an attachment
plate 502. The suction pads 504a, 504b feed a corru-
gated cardboard box 12a or 12b as it is unfolded to the
box assembling station 430.
[0073] In the box assembling station 430, the box as-
sembling mechanism 38 has withdrawing suction pads
506a, 506b which are vertically movable by an actuator
508. The actuator 508 has a vertical ball screw 512 ro-
tatably supported on and extending along a movable
base 510. The ball screw 512 has a lower end opera-
tively coupled to a rotary actuator (not shown) by a belt
and pulley means 514. The ball screw 512 is threaded
through a nut 516 that is vertically movable with respect
to the movable base 510.
[0074] To the nut 516, there are connected vertically
movable plates 520a, 520b with the withdrawing suction
pads 506a, 506b mounted thereon. The vertically mov-
able plates 520a, 520b are vertically supported by guide
bars 522a, 522b. The movable base 510 is movable in
the direction indicated by the arrow F and is positioned
in a location depending on the dimensions of the corru-
gated cardboard box 12a or 12b.
[0075] As shown in FIG. 25, a pair of inner flap folding
guides 530a and a pair of inner flap folding guides 530b
for folding the inner flaps 488a, 488b of the corrugated
cardboard box 12a or 12b through about 90° are dis-
posed near an upper end of the box assembling station
430, either one of the pairs of inner flap folding guides
530a, 530b being positionally adjustable depending on
the dimensions of the corrugated cardboard box 12a or
12b. Barrel folding guides 532a, 532b for folding the bar-
rel panels 482a, 482b through about 90° are disposed
across the pairs of inner flap folding guides 530a, 530b.
[0076] As shown in FIG. 26, a fixed guide plate 534
and a movable guide plate 536 are disposed below the

barrel folding guides 532a, 532b. The movable guide
plate 536 is angularly movable from a vertical attitude
to a horizontal attitude by a link 539 connected to a cyl-
inder 537.
[0077] As shown in FIG. 25, hot-melt adhesive appli-
cators 538a, 538b for applying a hot-melt adhesive to
the inner surface of the lower flaps 486 are disposed
below the inner flap folding guides 530a, 530b. Lower
flap folding guides 540a, 540b for folding the lower flaps
486 through about 90° are disposed beneath the hot-
melt adhesive applicators 538a, 538b. Lower flap fold-
ers 541 for bonding the lower flaps 486 to the inner flaps
488a, 488b are swingably disposed below the lower flap
folding guides 540a, 540b.
[0078] As shown in FIGS. 25 and 26, a pusher 542 is
disposed in alignment with the lower end of the stroke
by which the corrugated cardboard box 12a or 12b is
lowered. The pusher 542 has a pressing cylinder 544
having a rod 546 extending in the direction C and a
pressing plate 548 fixed to the distal end of the rod 546.
A top panel folding guide 550 for folding the top panel
484 from a vertical position into a horizontal position is
disposed at the far end of the stroke by which the rod
546 is extended from the cylinder 544. A belt conveyor
552 is disposed near the distal end of the top panel fold-
ing guide 550 in the direction C. The corrugated card-
board box 12a or 12b after its top panel is folded is fed
in the direction C by the belt conveyor 552.
[0079] As shown in FIG. 25, hot-melt adhesive appli-
cators 538c, 538d for applying a hot-melt adhesive to
the outer surface of the lower flaps 486 are disposed
downstream of the top panel folding guide 550. An upper
flap folder 554 is disposed downstream of the hot-melt
adhesive applicators 538c, 538d. The upper flap folder
554 has upper flap folding guides 556a, 556b that are
angularly movable by an actuator (not shown) for folding
the upper flaps 490 toward the lower flaps 486 through
about 90°. A folding guide 557 for folding the top panel
fold flap 484a of the top panel 484 is disposed down-
stream of the upper flap folder 554. The folding guide
557 is angularly movable by an actuator (not shown).
[0080] As shown in FIG. 24, the corrugated cardboard
box 12a or 12b that has been brought to the terminal
end of the belt conveyor 552 is fed upwardly and then
fed horizontally in the direction indicated by the arrow
H. A hot-melt adhesive applicator 538e for applying a
hot-melt adhesive to the barrel panel 482a is disposed
to bond the top panel fold flap 484a to the barrel panel
482a while the corrugated cardboard box 12a or 12b is
being fed horizontally in the direction H. The top panel
fold flap 484a is folded by a folder (not shown) into bond-
ed contact with the barrel panel 482a, thus completing
a packaged product 40.
[0081] Operation of the automatic packaging system
10 thus constructed will be described below.
[0082] In the automatic packaging system 10, based
on the tracking data of a light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11, bar-code information of the light-shielded photo-
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sensitive roll 11 is read. Based on the bar-code informa-
tion thus read, the number of spacers 30 to be inserted
is automatically determined, a corrugated cardboard
box 12a or 12b is automatically selected, and a facility
changeover is automatically carried out. In the label ap-
plying mechanism 44, various items of product informa-
tion are automatically printed on the bar-code label 42
based on the tracking data, producing an identification
number (ID). The database of label data is shifted from
a personal computer associated with the automatic
packaging system 10 to a host computer. When the host
computer applies operation commands, it also applies
label data matching the operation commands, and au-
tomatically sets the operation commands and the label
data in a facility sequence.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 4, a light-shielded photosen-
sitive roll 11 which has been manufactured in the pre-
ceding process and placed on a pallet 74 is fed in the
direction A by the upper feed conveyor 70 of the first
feed mechanism 14, and brought into alignment with the
lifter 76. Then, the inspection mechanism 16 is fed by
the second feed mechanism 18 to a position in align-
ment with the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 on the
lifter 76.
[0084] In the second feed mechanism 18, as shown
in FIG. 5, when the first ball screw 108 is rotated by the
rotary actuator 106, the belt and pulley means 110 caus-
es the second ball screw 112 to rotate in unison with the
first ball screw 108. On rotation of the first and second
ball screws 108, 112, the nuts 116a, 116b lower the ver-
tically movable frame 114 to place the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 on the pallet 74 between the first
and second clamps 138, 140. At this time, the bar-code
reader 128 mounted on the vertically movable frame 114
of the inspection mechanism 16 reads the bar code 66
that is applied to the outer circumferential surface of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0085] In the inspection mechanism 16, the rotary ac-
tuator 130 is energized to circulatingly move the belt 136
trained around the drive pulley 132 and the driven pulley
134. The first and second clamps 138, 140 fixed to the
respective two stretches of the belt 136 are moved to-
ward each other until they grip the opposite ends of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0086] The distances that the magnescales 144
mounted respectively on the first and second clamps
138, 140 have moved are read into a sequencer (not
shown), and the axial length of the light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11 is calculated from the read distances.
[0087] As shown in FIG. 7, the diameter measuring
unit 126 is mounted on the first clamp 138 and/or the
second clamp 140. If a hard flange is fitted in an end of
the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11, then the light-
emitting element 146a and the light-detecting element
146b detect an end of the hard flange. When the first
and second clamps 138, 140 are lowered, the other
light-shielding flanged member 56 is irradiated with de-
tecting light emitted from the light-emitting/detecting

sensor 148. Entered and block light is detected by the
light-emitting/detecting sensor 148 and read into a
counter in the sequencer, which processes the light sig-
nals to measure the inside and outside diameters of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0088] The measured results from the diameter
measuring unit 126 and the magnescales 144 are com-
pared with the bar-code information read from the bar
code to inspect whether the light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11 is correct or wrong. If the light-shielded pho-
tosensitive roll 11 is judged as being wrong, then the link
mechanism 88 of the rejecting mechanism 78 is actuat-
ed (see FIG. 4). The arms 84a, 84b, 84c are angularly
moved upwardly about the pivot shaft 82 to lift the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 off the pallet 74 and dis-
charge the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 into the
stack tray 90.
[0089] If the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 is
judged as being correct, then the rotary actuator 106 of
the second feed mechanism 18 is energized while the
opposite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
are being gripped by the inspection mechanism 16 (see
FIGS. 5 and 6). The first and second ball screws 108,
112 are rotated to elevate the vertically movable frame
114 to remove the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
gripped by the first and second clamps 138, 140 up-
wardly from the pallet 74. In the second feed mechanism
18, the rotary actuator 94 is energized to move the belt
100 trained around the drive pulley 96 and the driven
pulley 98, moving the movable base 102 in the direction
B to feed the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 to a
position above the product charger 150.
[0090] In the product charger 150, as shown in FIGS.
6 and 8, the distance between the rests 184a, 184b has
been adjusted depending on the axial length of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11. Specifically, the rotary
actuator 176 is energized to cause the belt 182 trained
around the drive pulley 178 and the driven pulley 180 to
displace the rests 184a, 184b toward or away from each
other until the rests 184a, 184b are positioned depend-
ing on the axial length of the light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11.
[0091] Then, the rotary actuator 106 is energized to
lower the vertically movable frame 114 to place the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 held on the vertically
movable frame 114 by the first and second clamps 138,
140 onto the rests 184a, 184b of the product charger
150. The rotary actuator 130 is energized to displace
the first and second clamps 138, 140 away from each
other, releasing the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11,
which is then placed on the rests 184a, 184b only.
[0092] The height of the rests 184a, 184b has been
adjusted depending on the diameter of the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11. Specifically, the rotary actuator
166 is energized to rotate the third and fourth ball screws
170a, 170b, bringing the vertically movable base 174
into a predetermined vertical position. The vertically
movable base 174 is thus vertically positioned because
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a damper inserting process, to be described later on,
will be carried out at a fixed height with respect to the
position of lower surfaces of dampers 24a.
[0093] After the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
has been placed on the rests 184a, 184b, the rotary ac-
tuator 154 of the product feeder 152 is energized. The
belts 158a, 158b are moved circulatingly by the rotary
actuator 154 to feed the light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11 on the rests 184a, 184b in unison with the mov-
able bases 160a, 160b in the direction C until the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 is placed in the damper
inserting station 314.
[0094] Based on the bar-code information read from
the bar code on the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
by the inspection mechanism 16, a type of dampers to
be supplied from the damper supply mechanism 26 is
determined to select dampers 24a, for example. A
number of spacers 30 accommodated in the spacer sup-
ply mechanism 32 is also determined, and a type of a
packaging member to be supplied from the packaging
member supply mechanism 36, e.g., a corrugated card-
board box 12a, is selected.
[0095] In the damper supply mechanism 26, as shown
in FIGS. 9 through 11, the stack of dampers 24a which
is positioned at the foremost end of the horizontal array
in the dedicated magazine 190a includes the lowermost
damper 24a held by the angles 204 of the shutter 196.
The cylinders 212 of the damper holder 198 are actuat-
ed to move the grip plates 216 toward each other to grip
the second lowermost damper 24a and other dampers
24a thereabove. Then, the lifting/lowering cylinder 208
is actuated to displace the vertically movable plate 210
upwardly a predetermined distance, lifting the second
lowermost damper 24a and other dampers 24a therea-
bove, which are gripped by the grip plates 216, off the
lowermost damper 24a (see FIG. 27).
[0096] The lowermost damper 24a is now held by the
shutter 196. After the second lowermost damper 24a
and other dampers 24a thereabove are lifted to a height
large enough not to interfere with a fall of the lowermost
damper 24a, the cylinders 200 of the shutter 196 are
actuated. The angles 204 are displaced away from each
other, allowing the damper 24a supported by the angles
204 to fall onto the damper inverting and arraying unit
250. Damper 24a is guided by the sorter 252 to drop in
an upstanding attitude into a right-hand area in the
standby station 264 (see FIG. 27).
[0097] Then, the shutter 196 is actuated to displace
the angles 204 toward each other, after which the lifting/
lowering cylinder 208 of the damper holder 198 is actu-
ated to lower the grip plates 216. The dampers 24a held
by the grip plates 216 are temporarily placed on the an-
gles 204. Then, in the same manner as described
above, the damper holder 198 is operated to hold the
second lowermost damper 24a and other dampers 24a
thereabove, and retract them upwardly away from the
lowermost damper 24a.
Thereafter, the cylinder 256 of the damper inverting and

arraying unit 250 is actuated to angularly move the sort-
er 252 about the pivot shaft 262.
[0098] Then, the shutter 196 is actuated to cause the
sorter 252 to guide the damper 24a, which has dropped
from the angles 204, into a left-side area in the standby
station 264, which is opposite to the right-hand side
where the preceding damper 24a has dropped. The
damper 24a is held in an upstanding attitude in the left-
side area in the standby station 264 (see FIG. 27). In
the standby station 264, the two dampers 24a are posi-
tioned with their bosses 263 confronting each other. The
cylinders 266 in the standby station 264 are actuated to
displace the support plates 268 away from each other.
The two dampers 24a on the support plates 268 drop
onto the feed base 270, and the chains 272 are moved
circulatingly to cause the corresponding pin 274 on the
chains 272 to feed the two dampers 24a along the feed
base 270 in the direction E1 (see FIG. 14).
[0099] The two dampers 24a fed in the direction E1
by the pin 274 is transferred from the feed base 270 onto
the table 286 of the lifter 280. The rotary actuator 282
is actuated to rotate the ball screw 284 which causes
the nut 288 to move the table 286 upwardly along the
guide rail 290, bringing the two dampers 24a on the table
286 into the damper transfer station 292.
[0100] In the damper transfer station 292, as shown
in FIGS. 15 and 16, the two dampers 24a are held by
the damper mounting mechanism 28. Specifically, the
rotary actuators 296a, 296b of the damper mounting
mechanism 28 have been actuated to rotate the drive
pulleys 298a, 298b to move the belts 302a, 302b that
are trained around the drive pulleys 298a, 298b and the
driven pulleys 300a, 300b, positioning the clamps 304a,
304b in the damper transfer station 292.
[0101] When the two dampers 24a are brought into
the damper transfer station 292 by the lifter 280, the
clamps 304a, 304b are positioned at the respective out-
er ends of the dampers 24a. On the clamps 304a, 304b,
the cylinders 310a, 310b are actuated to move the mov-
able fingers 312a, 312b toward the fixed fingers 308a,
308b, clamping the dampers 24a between the movable
fingers 312a, 312b and the fixed fingers 308a, 308b. The
clamps 304a, 304b which have clamped the respective
dampers 24a are individually actuated by the rotary ac-
tuators 296a, 296b into respective positions that are
spaced apart from each other by the axial length of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11.
[0102] Then, the rotary actuator 166 of the product
feeder 152 is operated to rotate the third and fourth ball
screws 170a, 170b in the direction to elevate the nuts
172a, 172b threaded thereover. Since the nuts 172a,
172b are fixedly mounted on the vertically movable base
174, the vertically movable base 174 are lifted. The light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 placed on the rests 184a,
184b on the vertically movable base 174 is now brought
into vertical alignment with the dampers 24a, held by the
clamps 304a, 304b.
[0103] The rotary actuators 296a, 296b are actuated
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to displace the clamps 304a, 304b toward each other,
inserting the respective dampers 24a into the respective
opposite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive roll
11. After the dampers 24a are inserted into the respec-
tive opposite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11, the clamps 304a, 304b are moved away from
each other, and the rotary actuator 166 of the product
feeder 152 is actuated to lower the vertically movable
base 174, lowering the light-shielded photosensitive roll
11 in unison with the rests 184a, 184b.
[0104] The rests 346a, 346b of the third feed mecha-
nism 20 are placed in the damper inserting station 314
(see FIG. 18). Therefore, the light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11 with the dampers 24a inserted in its opposite
ends is transferred from the rests 184a, 184b onto the
rests 346a, 346b and held on the rests 346a, 346b. The
rotary actuator 338 has been operated to move the belt
344 circulatingly which is trained around the drive and
driven pulleys 340, 342, positionally adjusting the rests
346a, 346b fixed to the belt 344 so as to be spaced from
each other by the axial length of the light-shielded pho-
tosensitive roll 11.
[0105] When the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
with the dampers 24a inserted in its opposite ends is
placed on the rests 346a, 346b, the rotary actuator 320
is operated to cause the belt and pulley means 322 to
rotate the rotatable shaft 324 to move the belts 332a,
332b circulatingly, moving the movable base 334 in the
direction C while the movable base 334 is being guided
by the guide rails 336a, 336b. When the rests 346a,
346b are brought into an end position of their stroke in
the direction C, the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11
on the rests 346a, 346b are placed in the spacer insert-
ing station 348.
[0106] In the spacer inserting station 348, as shown
in FIGS. 19 and 20, the spacer remover 358 of the spac-
er supply mechanism 32 is actuated. Specifically, the
first cylinder 362 of the spacer remover 358 is operated
to move the slide base 372 in the direction opposite to
the direction D, displacing the first and second attach-
ment plates 376, 378 fixed to the slide base 372 toward
the foremost spacers 30 that are positioned on the distal
ends of the arrays of the spacers 30 in the first and sec-
ond magazines 350, 352 in the direction D. Then, the
pairs of the first and second suction pads 380, 382
mounted on the first and second attachment plates 376,
378 attract the foremost spacers 30 positioned on the
distal ends of the arrays of the spacers 30 in the first
and second magazines 350, 352 in the direction D (see
FIGS. 28A).
[0107] Then, the first cylinder 362 is actuated to move
the slide base 372 in the direction D to position the spac-
ers 30 attracted by the first and second suction pads
380, 382 in alignment with upstream spaces provided
by the arraying guide plates 388, 390 in the direction D.
Then, the spacers 30 are released from the first and sec-
ond suction pads 380, 382 and drop into the upstream
spaces provided by the arraying guide plates 388, 390

(see FIGS. 28B).
[0108] The conveyors 354, 356 are actuated to move
the spacers 30 in the first and second magazines 350,
352 to spacer removal positions thereon, after which the
first cylinder 362 is actuated to cause the first and sec-
ond suction pads 380, 382 to attract the foremost spac-
ers 30. The first and second cylinders 362, 368 are ac-
tuated to carry the spacers 30 attracted by the first and
second suction pads 380, 382 into alignment with down-
stream upstream spaces provided by the arraying guide
plates 388, 390 in the direction D (see FIG. 28C).
[0109] The spacers 30 are then released from the first
and second suction pads 380, 382 and drop into the
downstream upstream spaces provided by the arraying
guide plates 388, 390. Therefore, two spacers 30 are
arrayed in each set of the arraying guide plates 388, 390
in the direction D.
[0110] The cylinders 392, 394 of the first and second
spacer arraying units 384, 386 are actuated to move the
presser plates 396, 398 toward each other. The presser
plates 396, 398 move the two spacers arrayed in each
set of the arraying guide plates 388, 390 toward each
other, combining them into an array of four spacers 30
(see FIG. 28D).
[0111] The four spacers 30 are engaged by the swing
stopper 399 to prevent themselves from falling down.
The pressing cylinder 402 of the spacer supply mecha-
nism 32 is actuated to move the rod 404 thereof in the
direction D to cause the insertion plate 406 to press the
four spacers 30 in unison with each other in the direction
D. The four spacers 30 are inserted on one damper 24a
mounted on the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 dis-
posed in the spacer inserting station 348, making up an
inner roll assembly 434.
[0112] Then, as shown in FIGS. 21 and 22, the cylin-
der 440 of the roll feed mechanism 436 is actuated to
move the slide base 444 in the direction C while the slide
base 444 is being guide by the linear guide 446. The
support plates 456, 458 supported on the slide base 444
feed the inner roll assembly 434 in the spacer inserting
station 348 to the box assembling station 430 and the
inner sheet inserting station 410.
[0113] When the inner roll assembly 434 is placed in
the inner sheet inserting station 410, as shown in FIG.
19, the inner sheet supply mechanism 412 is actuated.
In the inner sheet supply mechanism 412, the suction
pad 424 attracts a foremost inner sheet 414 disposed
on the conveyor 416 in the direction D. The cylinder 420
of the inner sheet remover 418 is actuated to angularly
move the swing arm 422 through about 90° to place the
inner sheet 414 at the inner roll assembly 434. Then,
the inner sheet 414 is released from the suction pad 424
and supplied to a given position on the inner roll assem-
bly 434.
[0114] The inner roll assembly 434 to which the inner
sheet 414 is supplied in the inner sheet inserting station
410 is then delivered to the box assembling station 430
by the roll feed mechanism 436. While the inner roll as-
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sembly 434 is being delivered to the box assembling sta-
tion 430, the inner roll assembly 434 is prevented from
falling down by the spacer keeper guide 432 which ex-
tends from the spacer inserting station 348 to the box
assembling station 430.
[0115] The box assembly station 430 is supplied with
a corrugated cardboard box 12a as it is unfolded, which
is selected depending on the light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11, by the packaging member supply mecha-
nism 36. As shown in FIG. 26, the suction pads 504a,
504b of the second feed line 478 attract the corrugated
cardboard box 12a and move in the direction indicated
by the arrow G when the feed belt 500 is moved circu-
latingly, placing the corrugated cardboard box 12a in the
box assembling station 430. The inner roll assembly 434
is fed in the direction C by the roll feed mechanism 436,
and placed over the corrugated cardboard box 12a while
being guided by the engaging plate 476 (see FIG. 21).
[0116] Then, the withdrawing suction pads 506a,
506b of the box assembling mechanism 38 are lifted by
the actuator 508, and then attract an outer surface of
the bottom panel 480 of the corrugated cardboard box
12a placed in the box assembling station 430. The with-
drawing suction pads 506a, 506b as they are attracting
the corrugated cardboard box 12a are then moved
downwardly to fold the corrugated cardboard box 12a
into a box.
[0117] Such a box assembling process will be de-
scribed below with reference to FIG. 25. The pairs of
inner flap folding guides 530a, 530b, which are spaced
apart from each other by the axial length of the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11, have been positioned
near the upper end of the box assembling station 430,
and the barrel folding guides 532a, 532b have been dis-
posed across the pairs of inner flap folding guides 530a,
530b. When the corrugated cardboard box 12a is moved
downwardly by the withdrawing suction pads 506a,
506b, the inner flaps 488a, 488b are folded upwardly in
engagement with the inner flap folding guides 530a,
530b. The barrel panels 482a, 482b are folded upwardly
in engagement with the barrel folding guides 532a,
532b. Thereafter, the hot-melt adhesive applicators
538a, 538b apply a hot-melt adhesive 570 to the inner
surface of the lower flaps 486.
[0118] Upon further descent of the corrugated card-
board box 12a, the lower flaps 486 are folded upwardly
in engagement with the lower flap folding guides 540a,
540b, and then bonded to the inner flaps 488a, 488b by
the lower flap folders 541. When the corrugated card-
board box 12a reaches its lower stroke end, it is re-
leased from the withdrawing suction pads 506a, 506b.
As shown in FIG. 26, the movable guide plate 536 is
turned by the cylinder 537 into a horizontal attitude in-
dicated by the two-dot-and-dash line, and the pusher
542 is actuated.
[0119] Specifically, as shown in FIGS. 25 and 26, the
pressing cylinder 544 of the pusher 542 is actuated to
extend the rod 546 in the direction C, causing the press-

ing plate 548 to push the barrel panel 482a of the cor-
rugated cardboard box 12a in the direction C. Therefore,
the corrugated cardboard box 12a is displaced in the
direction C. After the top panel 484 of the corrugated
cardboard box 12a is folded horizontally by the top panel
folding guide 550, the corrugated cardboard box 12a is
delivered onto the belt conveyor 552. On the belt con-
veyor 552, the hot-melt adhesive applicators 538c, 538d
apply the hot-melt adhesive 570 to the outer surface of
the lower flaps 486. Subsequently, the upper flap folding
guides 556a, 556b of the upper flap folder 554 are ac-
tuated to fold the upper flaps 490 downwardly into bond-
ed contact with the lower flaps 486.
[0120] After the corrugated cardboard box 12a has
passed through the upper flap folder 554, the top panel
fold flap 484a is folded downwardly by the folding guide
557. Thereafter, as shown in FIG. 24, the corrugated
cardboard box 12a is fed upwardly and then fed hori-
zontally in the direction H. While the corrugated card-
board box 12a is being fed horizontally in the direction
H, the hot-melt adhesive applicator 538e applies the
hot-melt adhesive 570 to the outer surface of the barrel
panel 482a. Then, the top panel 484 is pressed against
the barrel panel 482a, thus completing a packaged
product 40.
[0121] In the present embodiment, after the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 which has been manu-
factured in a preceding process is fed by the first feed
mechanism 14 in the direction A, the bar-code informa-
tion is read from the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11,
and the axial length and diameter dimensions of the
light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 are measured by
the inspection mechanism 16. The measured results
and the bar-code information are compared with each
other to determine whether the light-shielded photosen-
sitive roll 11 is correct or wrong.
[0122] If the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 is
judged as being correct, then the light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11 is fed in the direction B by the second
feed mechanism 18, and then fed in the direction C by
the third feed mechanism 20. Thereafter, the light-
shielded photosensitive roll 11 is automatically pack-
aged in the corrugated cardboard box 12a, producing a
packaged product 40. If the light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11 is judged as being wrong by the inspection
mechanism 16, then the light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11 is discharged onto the stack tray 90 by the reject-
ing mechanism 78.
[0123] As described above, the light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11 is measured for its dimensions, and the
measured dimensions are checked against the bar-
code information read from the light-shielded photosen-
sitive roll 11. Only those light-shielded photosensitive
rolls 11 whose dimensions match the bar-code informa-
tion are fed to a next process (following the third feed
mechanism 20) by the second feed mechanism 18.
When the bar code 66 is read in the automatic packag-
ing system 10, correct bar-code information corre-
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sponding to the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11 is
reliably obtained.
[0124] Therefore, the number of spacers to be insert-
ed depending on the light-shielded photosensitive roll
11, the selection of the corrugated cardboard box 12a
or 12b, and a facility changeover are free from errors.
Various different light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11
can efficiently and automatically be packaged with a
simple process and arrangement.
[0125] In the present embodiment, since the first and
third feed mechanisms 14, 20 are arranged parallel to
each other, a desired light-shielded photosensitive roll
11 can be charged directly into the product charge 150
of the third feed mechanism 20 independently of the
second feed mechanism 18. Consequently, light-shield-
ed photosensitive rolls 11 which serve as intermediate
stock items or work-in-progress products can easily be
handled.
[0126] In the product charger 150, the bar-code infor-
mation is read from the charged light-shielded photo-
sensitive roll 11, and the light-shielded photosensitive
roll 11 is measured for its dimensions by the inspection
mechanism 16. The measured dimensions and the bar-
code information are compared with each other to de-
termine whether the charged light-shielded photosensi-
tive roll 11 is correct or wrong. Accordingly, since inter-
mediate stock items or work-in-progress products can
directly be charged into the third feed mechanism 20,
the automatic packaging system 10 can be used with
greater versatility. It is also possible to obtain accurately
bar-code information of intermediate stock items or
work-in-progress products with a simple process.
[0127] The inspection mechanism 16 has the first and
second clamps 138, 140 for gripping the longitudinal op-
posite ends of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11,
the first and second clamps 138, 140 being positionally
adjustable depending on the dimension (axial length) of
the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11. Therefore, the
automatic packaging system 10 can automatically and
neatly handle various light-shielded photosensitive rolls
11 of different dimensions without the need for replacing
parts.
[0128] The second feed mechanism 18 delivers the
inspection mechanism 16 which grips the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 from the first feed mechanism 14
to the third feed mechanism 20. Thus, the light-shielded
photosensitive roll 11 to be directly charged into the third
mechanism 20 can be inspected by the inspection
mechanism 16, so that the automatic packaging system
10 is highly economical.
[0129] In the present embodiment, after the dampers
24a are automatically mounted on the respective oppo-
site ends of the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11, a
given number of spacers 30 are automatically placed on
one of the dampers 24a. With the inner roll assembly
434 being superposed on the corrugated cardboard box
12a, for example, which has been selected depending
on the light-shielded photosensitive roll 11, the corrugat-

ed cardboard box 12a is automatically folded over the
inner roll assembly 434, thus automatically manufactur-
ing the packaged product 40.
[0130] The process of mounting the dampers 24a and
inserting the spacers 30 is automatized, allowing vari-
ous light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11 of different di-
mensions to be automatically and efficiently packaged
with corrugated cardboard boxes 12a or 12b, and in-
creasing the overall efficiency of the packaging process
with ease.
[0131] The automatic packaging system 10 has the
single first feed line (third feed mechanism 20) for feed-
ing light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11 of different di-
mensions and the single second feed line 478 for selec-
tively feeding different corrugated cardboard boxes 12a,
12b from the packaging member supply mechanism 36
to the box assembling station 430. Consequently, the
overall facility cost of the automatic packaging system
10 is much smaller than the conventional system which
has a plurality of feed lines for respective light-shielded
photosensitive rolls 11 of different dimensions and re-
spective different corrugated cardboard boxes 12a, 12b.
The automatic packaging system 10 also takes up a re-
duced installation space.
[0132] The first feed line has the product charger 150
to be charged with light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11
which have been inspected by the inspection mecha-
nism 16 and also charged directly with desired light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 11 independently of the in-
spection mechanism 16. Therefore, any desired light-
shielded photosensitive rolls 11 as well as light-shielded
photosensitive rolls 11 manufactured in the preceding
process and fed by the first feed mechanism 14 can be
charged easily, making the automatic packaging system
10 versatile.
[0133] The damper supply mechanism 26 has the
dedicated magazines 190a, 190b, 190c for individually
accommodating dampers 24a, 24b, and 24c that are fre-
quently used and the common magazine 192 for selec-
tively accommodating dampers 24d or 24c that are less
frequently used.
[0134] The use of the dedicated magazines 190a,
190b, 190c is advantageous because when the type of
light-shielded photosensitive rolls 11 is changed, de-
sired dampers, e.g., dampers 24b stored in the dedicat-
ed magazine 190b, may be removed from the dedicated
magazine 190b, and the dampers 24a, 24c stored in the
other dedicated magazines 190a, 190c do not need to
be replaced. The efficiency with which to operate the
automatic packaging system 10 can be increased be-
cause when the type of light-shielded photosensitive
rolls 11 is changed, the dampers 24a stored in the ded-
icated magazine 190a does not need to be replaced with
dampers 24b.
[0135] The common magazine 192 for selectively ac-
commodating dampers 24d or 24c that are less fre-
quently used is more effective to reduce the size of the
damper supply mechanism 26 than if dedicated maga-
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zines were provided to accommodate all the dampers
24a through 24e. Furthermore, inasmuch as the com-
mon magazine 192 selectively accommodates dampers
24d or 24c that are less frequently used, no frequent
switchover is required between the dampers 24d, 24e,
and no substantial efficiency reduction takes place.
[0136] The spacer supply mechanism 32 stores a plu-
rality of spacers 30 of one type which are of the same
thickness and dimensions. It is only necessary to select
the number of spacers 30 depending on the gap be-
tween the inner roll assembly 434 and the corrugated
cardboard box 12a or 12b, and hence the process of
inserting spacers 30 is effectively simplified. Since the
same spacers 30 are used, the process of inserting
spacers 30 is automatized with ease, and the cost of the
spacers 30 is reduced.
[0137] The first and second magazines 350, 352 of
the spacer supply mechanism 32 extend parallel to each
other in the direction D, and the distal end of the first
magazine 350 is spaced forward in the direction D from
the distal end of the second magazine 352. Therefore,
spacers 30 removed respectively from the first and sec-
ond magazines 350, 352 are temporarily arranged in
staggered relation in the direction D, and when they are
pressed toward each other by the first and second spac-
er arraying units 384, 386, they are superposed one on
the other into a neat array. Therefore, the process of
supplying spacers 30 is effectively simplified.
[0138] While four spacers 30 are inserted at a time,
the number of spacers 30 to be inserted is optional. For
example, one, two, three, five, or more spacers 30 may
be used depending on the axial length of the light-shield-
ed photosensitive roll 11.
[0139] According to the present invention, a product
is measured for dimensions and checked against bar-
code information read from the product. Only those
products whose dimensions match the bar-code infor-
mation are delivered in the second feed direction. Ac-
cordingly, the selection of a packaging member and a
facility changeover depending on the product are free
from errors, and various different products can be pack-
aged efficiently and automatically with a simple process
and arrangement.
[0140] The step of mounting dampers on the opposite
ends of a product, the step of inserting a given number
of spacers, and the step of folding a packaging member
over the product that is superposed on the packaging
member to produce a packaged product are automati-
cally carried out. Therefore, various products of different
dimensions can be packaged automatically and effi-
ciently, resulting in an increase in the efficiency with
which to package the products.

Claims

1. A method of packaging products (11) automatically
with packaging members (12a), said products (11)

having at least different product lengths or different
side dimensions, comprising the steps of:

feeding a product (11) manufactured in a pre-
ceding process along a first feed direction;
reading bar-code information from said product
(11) fed along said first feed direction, and
characterized by the steps of:

measuring a dimension of said product
(11), and comparing the measured dimen-
sion with the bar-code information to deter-
mine whether said product (11) is correct
or wrong;
if said product (11) is judged as being cor-
rect, feeding said product (11) in a second
feed direction transverse to said first feed
direction; and
feeding said product (11) fed in said sec-
ond feed direction along a third feed direc-
tion parallel to said first feed direction, and
automatically packaging said product (11)
with a packaging member (12a).

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising
the steps of:

automatically mounting dampers (24a) corre-
sponding to said product (11) on opposite ends
of said product (11);
automatically placing a predetermined number
of spacers (30) on one end of said product (11)
on which one of said dampers (24a) has been
mounted;
selecting one of a plurality of packaging mem-
bers (12a) having different dimensions from a
packaging member supply unit (36) depending
on the dimension of the product (11); and
superposing said product (11) on the selected
packaging member (12a) and automatically
folding said packaging member (12a) over said
product (11) to package said product (11) with
said packaging member (12a);

wherein said dampers (24a) are automatically
selected, the number of spacers (30) is automati-
cally determined, the packaging member (12a) is
automatically selected, and a facility changeover is
automatically carried out by reading the bar-code
information from said product (11).

3. An apparatus for packaging products (11) automat-
ically with packaging members (12a), said products
(11) having at least different product lengths or dif-
ferent side dimensions, comprising:

a first feed mechanism (14) for feeding a prod-
uct (11) manufactured in a preceding process
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along a first feed direction;
an inspection mechanism (16) comprising a
bar-code reader (128) for reading bar-code in-
formation from said product (11) fed along said
first feed direction; characterized by:

said inspection mechanism further com-
prising means for measuring a dimension
of said product (11), and comparing the
measured dimension with the bar-code in-
formation to determine whether said prod-
uct (11) is correct or wrong;
a second feed mechanism (18) for, if said
product (11) is judged as being correct,
feeding said product (11) in a second feed
direction transverse to said first feed direc-
tion; and
a third feed mechanism (20) for feeding
said product (11) fed in said second feed
direction along a third feed direction paral-
lel to said first feed direction.

4. An apparatus according to claim 3, wherein said in-
spection mechanism (16) comprises:

a gripper (122) for gripping longitudinally oppo-
site ends of said product (11), said gripper (122)
being positionally adjustable depending on the
dimension of said product (11);
an axial length measuring unit (124) for meas-
uring an axial length of said product (11);
a diameter measuring unit (126) for measuring
at least an inside or outside diameter of said
product (11); and
a bar-code reader (128) for reading the bar-
code information from said product (11);
the arrangement being such that said second
feed mechanism (18) feeds said inspection
mechanism (16) which has gripped said prod-
uct (11) from said first feed mechanism (14) to
said third feed mechanism (20).

5. An apparatus according to claim 3, wherein said
third feed mechanism (20) comprises:

a product charger (150) for supporting said
product (11) fed by said second feed mecha-
nism (18) and charging a desired product (11)
independently of said second feed mechanism
(18); and a product feeder (152) for automati-
cally feeding said product (11) in said third feed
direction.

6. An apparatus according to claim 3, further compris-
ing:

a rejecting mechanism for discharging at least
the product (11) which is judged as being wrong

by said inspection mechanism (16) from said
first feed mechanism (14).

7. An apparatus according to claim 3, further compris-
ing:

a damper supply mechanism (26) for accom-
modating a plurality of different dampers (24a)
depending on a dimension of said product (11);
a damper mounting mechanism (28) for auto-
matically mounting dampers (24a) correspond-
ing to said product (11) on opposite ends of said
product (11);
a spacer supply mechanism (32) for accommo-
dating spacers (30) to be placed near one of
the ends of said product (11);
a spacer inserting mechanism (34) for automat-
ically positioning a given number of spacers
(30) on the end of said product (11) on which
said damper (24a) is mounted;
a packaging member supply mechanism (36)
for accommodating a plurality of packaging
members (12a) having different dimensions;
and
a box assembling mechanism (38) for automat-
ically folding one of said packaging members
(12a) which is automatically selected depend-
ing on said product (11), over said product (11)
superposed on said packaging member (12a)
to package said product (11) with said packag-
ing member (12a).

8. An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein said
damper supply mechanism (26) comprises:

a plurality of dedicated magazines (190a) for
individually accommodating dampers (24a)
which are frequently used; and
a common magazine (192) for selectively ac-
commodating dampers (24d) which are less
frequently used.

9. An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein said
spacer supply mechanism (32) accommodates a
plurality of spacers (30) having the same thickness
and dimensions.

10. An apparatus according to claim 9, wherein said
spacer supply mechanism (32) comprises:

first and second magazines (350, 352) dis-
posed parallel to each other for accommodat-
ing said plurality of spacers (30), said first and
second magazines (350, 352) being structural-
ly identical to each other;
said first and second magazines (350, 352)
having distal ends staggered from each other
in a direction to deliver the spacers (30) there-
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from.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum automatischen Verpacken von Pro-
dukten (11) mit Verpackungsteilen (12a), wobei die
Erzeugnisse (11) zumindest unterschiedliche Pro-
duktlängen oder unterschiedliche Seitenabmes-
sungen haben, mit den Schritten von:

Zuführen eines Produktes (11), hergestellt in ei-
nem vorhergehenden Prozess entlang einer er-
sten Zuführungsrichtung;
Lesen einer Strichcodeinformation von dem
Produkt (11), zugeführt entlang der ersten Zu-
führrichtung und gekennzeichnet durch die
Schritte von: Messen einer Abmessung des
Produktes (11) und Vergleichen der gemesse-
nen Abmessung mit der Strichcodeinformation,
um zu bestimmen, ob das Produkt (11). ein-
wandfrei oder fehlerhaft ist;

wobei, wenn entschieden wird, dass das Pro-
dukt (11) einwandfrei ist, Zuführen des Produktes
(11) in eine zweite Zuführrichtung quer zu der ersten
Zuführrichtung; und

Zuführen des Produktes (11), zugeführt in der
zweiten Zuführrichtung entlang einer dritten Zuführ-
richtung parallel zu der ersten Zuführrichtung und
automatisches Verpacken des Produktes (11) mit
einem Verpackungsteil (12a).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, außerdem mit den
Schritten von:

automatisches Montieren von Dämpfern (24a)
an gegenüberliegenden Enden des Produktes
(11), die dem Produkt (11) entsprechen;
automatisches Anordnen einer vorbestimmten
Anzahl von Abstandshaltern (30) an einem En-
de des Produktes (11), an dem einer der Dämp-
fer (24a) montiert worden ist;
Auswählen eines von einer Mehrzahl von Ver-
packungsteilen (12a), die unterschiedliche Ab-
messungen haben, aus einer Verpackungsteil-
Zuführeinheit (36) in Abhängigkeit von der Ab-
messung des Produktes (11); und
Auflegen des Produktes (11) auf das ausge-
wählte Verpackungsteil (12a) und automati-
sches Falten der Verpackteile (12a) über dem
Produkt (11), um das Produkt (11) mit dem Ver-
packteil (12a) zu verpacken;

wobei die Dämpfer (24a) automatisch ausge-
wählt werden, die Anzahl der Abstandshalter (30)
automatisch bestimmt wird, das Verpackungsteil
(12a) automatisch ausgewählt wird, und ein Ausrü-

stungsumschalten durch Lesen der Strichcodein-
formation von dem Produkt (11) automatisch aus-
geführt wird.

3. Vorrichtung zum automatischen Verpacken von
Produkten (11) mit Verpackungsteilen (12a), wobei
die Produkte (11) zumindest unterschiedliche Pro-
duktlängen oder unterschiedliche Seitenabmes-
sungen haben, mit:

einer ersten Zuführungs- Vorrichtung (14) zum
Zuführen eines Produktes (11), hergestellt in ei-
nem vorhergehenden Verfahren, entlang einer
ersten Zuführrichtung;
einer Inspektionsvorrichtung (16) mit einem
Strichcodeleser (128) zum Lesen von Strichco-
deinformation von dem Produkt (11), zugeführt
entlang der ersten Zuführrichtung; gekenn-
zeichnet dadurch, dass die Inspektionsvor-
richtung außerdem aufweist eine Einrichtung
zum Messen einer Abmessung des Produktes
(11) und Vergleichen der gemessenen Abmes-
sung mit der Strichcodeinformation, um zu be-
stimmen, ob das Produkt (11) einwandfrei oder
fehlerhaft ist;
eine zweite Zuführvorrichtung (18) für das,
wenn das Produkt (11) als einwandfrei bewertet
worden ist, Zuführen des Produktes (11) in eine
zweite Zuführrichtung quer zu der ersten Zu-
führrichtung; und
eine dritte Zuführvorrichtung (20) zum Zufüh-
ren des Produktes (11), zugeführt in der zwei-
ten Zuführrichtung entlang einer dritten Zuführ-
richtung parallel zu der ersten Zuführrichtung.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Inspekti-
onsvorrichtung (16) aufweist:

einen Greifer (122) zum Greifen in Längsrich-
tung gegenüberliegender Enden des Produk-
tes (11), wobei der Greifer (122) in Abhängig-
keit von der Abmessung des Produktes (11) in
seiner Position einstellbar ist;
eine Axiallängen- Messeinheit (124) zum Mes-
sen einer axialen Länge des Produktes;
eine Durchmessermesseinheit (126) zum Mes-
sen von zumindest einem Innen- und einem
Außendurchmesser des Produktes (11); und
einen Strichcodeleser (128) zum Lesen der
Strichcodeinformation von dem Produkt (11);

wobei die Anordnung derart ist, dass die zwei-
te Zuführvorrichtung (18) die Inspektionsvorrich-
tung (16), die das Produkt (11) gegriffen hat, von
der ersten Zuführvorrichtung (14) zu der dritten Zu-
führvorrichtung (20) zuführt.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die dritte Zu-
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führvorrichtung (20) aufweist:

einen Produktlader (150) zum Tragen des Pro-
duktes (11), zugeführt durch die zweite Zuführ-
vorrichtung (18) und zum Laden eines ge-
wünschten Produktes (11) unabhängig von der
zweiten Zuführvorrichtung (18); und
einen Produktzuführer (152) zum automati-
schen Zuführen des Produktes (11) in die dritte
Zuführrichtung.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, die außerdem auf-
weist:

eine Auswurfvorrichtung zum Ausgeben von
zumindest dem Produkt (11), das durch die In-
spektionsvorrichtung (16) von der ersten Zu-
führrichtung (14) als fehlerhaft bewertet wurde.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, die außerdem auf-
weist:

eine Dämpferzuführungsvorrichtung (26) zum
Aufnehmen einer Mehrzahl von unterschiedli-
chen Dämpfern (24a) in Abhängigkeit von einer
Abmessung des Produktes (11);
einer Dämpfer- Montagevorrichtung (28) zum
automatischen Montieren von Dämpfern (24a)
entsprechend dem Produkt (11) an gegenüber-
liegenden Enden des Produktes (11);
eine Abstandshalter- Zuführvorrichtung (32)
zum Aufnehmen von Abstandshaltern (30), um
in der Nähe eines der Enden des Produktes
(11) platziert zu werden;
eine Abstandshalter- Einsetzvorrichtung (34)
zum automatischen Positionieren einer gege-
benen Anzahl von Abstandshaltern (30) an
dem Ende des Produktes (11), an dem der
Dämpfer (24a) montiert ist;
eine Verpackungsteil- Zuführvorrichtung (36)
zum Aufnehmen einer Mehrzahl von Verpak-
kungsteilen (12a), die unterschiedliche Abmes-
sungen haben; und
eine Behälter- Montagevorrichtung (38) zum
automatischen Falten eines der Verpackungs-
teile (12a), das automatisch in Abhängigkeit
von dem Produkt (11) ausgewählt wird, über
das Produkt, während das Produkt (11) auf das
Verpackungsteil (12a) aufgelegt ist, um das
Produkt (11) mit dem Verpakkungsteil (12a) zu
verpakken.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Dämpfer-
Zuführungsvorrichtung (26) aufweist:

eine Mehrzahl von zugeordneten Magazinen
(190a) zum individuellen Unterbringen von
Dämpfern (24a), die häufig gebraucht werden;

und
ein gemeinsames Magazin (192) zum wahlwei-
sen Unterbringen von Dämpfern (24d), die we-
niger häufig gebraucht werden.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Abstands-
halter- Zuführvorrichtung (32) eine Mehrzahl von
Abstandshaltern (30) aufnimmt, die dieselben Dik-
ken und Abmessungen haben.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Abstands-
halter- Zuführvorrichtung (32) aufweist:

ein erstes und ein zweites, zueinander parallel
angeordnetes Magazin (350, 352), um die
Mehrzahl von Abstandshaltern (30) unterzu-
bringen, wobei das erste und zweite Magazin
(350, 352) strukturell zueinander identisch
sind;

wobei das erste und zweite Magazin (350,
352) vorauslaufende Enden haben, voneinander in
einer Richtung versetzt angeordnet, aus der Ab-
standshalter (30) zugeführt werden.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour emballer automatiquement des pro-
duits (11) avec des éléments d'emballage (12a),
lesdits produits (11) présentant au moins des lon-
gueurs de produit différentes ou des dimensions la-
térales différentes, comprenant les étapes consis-
tant à :

alimenter un produit (11) fabriqué lors d'un pro-
cessus précédent le long d'une première direc-
tion d'alimentation ;
lire les informations du code à barres à partir
dudit produit (11) alimenté le long de ladite pre-
mière direction d'alimentation, et caractérisé
par les étapes consistant à : mesurer une di-
mension dudit produit (11), et comparer la di-
mension mesurée avec les informations du co-
de à barres afin de déterminer si ledit produit
(11) est bon ou mauvais ;
si ledit produit (11) est jugé comme étant bon,
alimenter ledit produit (11) dans une deuxième
direction d'alimentation transversale à ladite
première direction d'alimentation ; et
alimenter ledit produit (11) alimenté dans ladite
deuxième direction d'alimentation le long d'une
troisième direction d'alimentation parallèle à la-
dite première direction d'alimentation, et em-
baller automatiquement ledit produit (11) avec
un élément d'emballage (12a).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
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outre les étapes consistant à :

monter automatiquement des amortisseurs
(24a) correspondant audit produit (11) sur les
extrémités opposées dudit produit (11) ;
placer automatiquement un nombre prédéter-
miné d'entretoises (30) sur une extrémité dudit
produit (11) sur laquelle un desdits amortis-
seurs (24a) a été monté ;
sélectionner un d'une pluralité d'éléments
d'emballage (12a) présentant des dimensions
différentes à partir d'une unité de fourniture
d'éléments d'emballage (36) en fonction de la
dimension du produit (11) ; et
superposer ledit produit (11) sur l'élément
d'emballage sélectionné (12a) et replier auto-
matiquement ledit élément d'emballage (12a)
sur ledit produit (11) pour emballer ledit produit
(11) avec ledit élément d'emballage (12a) ;

dans lequel lesdits amortisseurs (24a) sont
automatiquement sélectionnés, le nombre d'entre-
toises (30) est automatiquement déterminé, l'élé-
ment d'emballage (12a) est automatiquement sé-
lectionné, et un changement d'équipement est
automatiquement effectué en lisant les informations
du code à barres à partir dudit produit (11).

3. Appareil pour emballer automatiquement des pro-
duits (11) avec des éléments d'emballage (12a),
lesdits produits (11) présentant au moins des lon-
gueurs de produit différentes ou des dimensions la-
térales différentes, comprenant :

un premier mécanisme d'alimentation (14) pour
alimenter un produit (11) fabriqué lors d'un pro-
cessus précédent le long d'une première direc-
tion d'alimentation ;
un mécanisme de contrôle (16) comprenant un
lecteur de code à barres (128) pour lire les in-
formations du code à barres à partir dudit pro-
duit (11) alimenté le long de ladite première di-
rection d'alimentation ; caractérisé en ce que
ledit mécanisme de contrôle comprend en
outre des moyens pour : mesurer une dimen-
sion dudit produit (11), et comparer la dimen-
sion mesurée avec les informations du code à
barres afin de déterminer si ledit produit (11) est
bon ou mauvais ;
un deuxième mécanisme d'alimentation (18)
pour, si ledit produit (11) est jugé comme étant
bon, alimenter ledit produit (11) dans une
deuxième direction d'alimentation transversale
à ladite première direction d'alimentation ; et
un troisième mécanisme d'alimentation (20)
pour alimenter ledit produit (11) alimenté dans
ladite deuxième direction d'alimentation le long
d'une troisième direction d'alimentation paral-

lèle à ladite première direction d'alimentation.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit
mécanisme de contrôle (16) comprend :

un organe de préhension (122) pour saisir les
extrémités longitudinalement opposées dudit
produit (11), ledit organe de préhension (122)
pouvant être positionné de manière réglable en
fonction de la dimension dudit produit (11) ;
une unité de mesure de la longueur axiale (124)
pour mesurer une longueur axiale dudit produit
(11) ;
une unité de mesure du diamètre (126) pour
mesurer au moins un diamètre intérieur ou ex-
térieur dudit produit (11) ; et
un lecteur de code à barres (128) pour lire les
informations du code à barres à partir dudit pro-
duit (11) ;
la disposition étant telle que ledit deuxième mé-
canisme d'alimentation (18) alimente ledit mé-
canisme de contrôle (16) qui a saisi ledit produit
(11) dudit premier mécanisme d'alimentation
(14) vers ledit troisième mécanisme d'alimen-
tation (20).

5. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit
troisième mécanisme d'alimentation (20)
comprend :

un chargeur de produit (150) pour supporter le-
dit produit (11) alimenté par ledit deuxième mé-
canisme d'alimentation (18) et charger un pro-
duit souhaité (11) indépendamment dudit
deuxième mécanisme d'alimentation (18) ; et
un alimentateur de produit (152) pour alimenter
automatiquement ledit produit (11) dans ladite
troisième direction d'alimentation.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre :

un mécanisme de rejet pour décharger au
moins le produit (11) qui est jugé comme étant
mauvais par ledit mécanisme de contrôle (16)
dudit premier mécanisme d'alimentation (14).

7. Appareil selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre :

un mécanisme de fourniture d'amortisseurs
(26) pour loger une pluralité d'amortisseurs dif-
férents (24a) en fonction d'une dimension dudit
produit (11) ;
un mécanisme de montage d'amortisseurs (28)
pour monter automatiquement les amortis-
seurs (24a) correspondant audit produit (11)
sur les extrémités opposées dudit produit (11) ;
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un mécanisme de fourniture d'entretoises (32)
pour loger les entretoises (30) devant être pla-
cées près d'une des extrémités dudit produit
(11) ;
un mécanisme d'insertion d'entretoises (34)
pour positionner automatiquement un nombre
donné d'entretoises (30) sur l'extrémité dudit
produit (11) sur laquelle ledit amortisseur (24a)
est monté ;
un mécanisme de fourniture d'éléments d'em-
ballage (36) pour loger une pluralité d'éléments
d'emballage (12a) présentant des dimensions
différentes ; et
un mécanisme d'assemblage de boîte (38)
pour replier automatiquement un desdits élé-
ments d'emballage (12a) qui est automatique-
ment sélectionné en fonction dudit produit (11),
sur ledit produit (11) superposé sur ledit élé-
ment d'emballage (12a) pour emballer ledit pro-
duit (11) avec ledit élément d'emballage (12a).

8. Appareil selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit
mécanisme de fourniture d'amortisseurs (26)
comprend :

une pluralité de magasins dédiés (190a) pour
loger individuellement les amortisseurs (24a)
qui sont fréquemment utilisés ; et
un magasin commun (192) pour loger de ma-
nière sélective les amortisseurs (24d) qui sont
utilisés moins fréquemment.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit
mécanisme de fourniture d'entretoises (32) loge
une pluralité d'entretoises (30) présentant les mê-
mes épaisseurs et dimensions.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ledit
mécanisme de fourniture d'entretoises (32)
comprend :

un premier et un second magasin (350, 352)
disposés en parallèle l'un par rapport à l'autre
pour loger ladite pluralité d'entretoises (30),
lesdits premier et second magasins (350, 352)
étant structurellement identiques ;
lesdits premier et second magasins (350, 352)
ayant des extrémités distales décalées l'une
par rapport à l'autre dans une direction pour dé-
livrer les entretoises (30) de ceux-ci.
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